
Q How will database names be handled?

A The hosted Banner environment uses a database 
naming convention to easily identify the institution 
and to distinguish between production and non-
production environments.
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The Hosted Banner Environment

Q How will the institutions test upgrades, patches, 
and releases prior to application to production?

A In order to establish a common quality assurance 
process, the hosted Banner environment provides 
each participating institution with one pre-
production environment that may be used for 
institution testing purposes. Read-only access 
outside of the Banner application is provided in this 
pre-production environment to facilitate reporting. 
No development or update access outside of the 
Banner application is provided to end users of the 
pre-production environment. User privileges and 
accesses are established in this environment as 
a mimic of production privileges and accesses to 
ensure the integrity of testing of upgrades, patches, 
and releases prior to application to production.

Q What development or update access will institutions 
have?

A Read-only access outside of the Banner application 
is provided to facilitate reporting and execution of 
read-only interfaces. To protect institution data, no 
development or update access outside of the Banner 
application is provided to end users. The ability to 
perform direct data updates to certain tables in the 
Banner database is available at extra cost through 
one of the ITS Managed Services Models. Certain 
restrictions apply to this type of direct access 
to satisfy audit requirements and to protect the 
integrity of certain critical financial data.

Q Will institutions continue to customize their own 
Banner Self Service pages?

A Institutions retain the ability and responsibility to 
customize their Banner Self Service pages through 
the use of Web Tailor.

Q What version and patch release of Banner and 
Georgia Enhancements will the hosted institutions 
use?

A Guided by implementation timelines, Banner patches and 
upgrades will always be applied to the institution’s 
TEST environment during one of the maintenance 
windows established in the ITS Helpdesk Service 
Level Guidelines located at http://www.usg.edu/
customer_services/guidelines/. ITS will work with 
institutions to determine the timelines for patches 
and upgrades within the specified maintenance 
windows. The hosted Banner environment will be 
unavailable to institution users during patch and 
upgrade processes. 

Q Will UNIX shell accounts or telnet/SSH be 
supported?

A In order to provide the most secure and accountable 
environment, UNIX shell accounts or telnet/SSH 
are not supported in the hosted environment. 
Mechanisms are provided to enable users to securely 
upload ‘tape load’ files for batch processing and to 
review the status of jobs that have been submitted 
through Banner job submission.

Q What access will institution administrative users 
have to the Banner application?

A With the exception of Banner Self Service, the 
hosted Banner environment allows access to Banner 
only for administrative users from the IP address 
space of the specific institution. Institution users 
can access Banner using VPN to connect to their 
institution network. Banner Self Service is accessible 
in SSL-enabled mode from a supported browser on 
the WAN.

Q How will institution users access Banner for 
reporting?

A The hosted Banner environment supports the use 
of ODBC-compliant reporting tools using Banner 
login accounts. Reporting access in the hosted 
environment requires the ability to initiate an 
encrypted client session using ODBC standards.
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Q How will seed numbers be handled?

A The hosted Banner environment uses default Banner 
seed numbers. This eliminates the need to reset 
seed numbers in multiple areas within the hosted 
Banner environment for each upgrade.

Q How will institution users view Banner output?

A The hosted Banner environment provides browser-
based delivery for Banner output.



Data Updates Outside of Banner Baseline

Q Will institution personnel be able to update Banner 
data outside of the Banner application?

A In general, the hosted Banner environment does 
not provide the institution community at large 
with direct access to update Banner data outside 
of the Banner application. The ability to perform 
direct data updates to certain tables in the Banner 
database is available at extra cost through one of the 
ITS Managed Services Models. Certain restrictions 
apply to this type of access in order to satisfy audit 
requirements and to protect the integrity of certain 
critical data. 

Q Will institution personnel be able to use ‘tape load’ 
processes?

A The hosted Banner environment provides the 
ability for institution personnel to transfer files to 
the individual participating institution’s hosted 
environment via ‘tape load’ processes that are a 
part of the Banner Baseline product and/or existing 
GeorgiaBEST model software enhancements.
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Database Access

Q Will current two-tier database access for data 
extract and report generation continue to be 
supported. (i.e., Crystal Reports, SQL, etc.)

A The hosted Banner environment supports two-tier 
connectivity for each institution to their own TEST 
and PRODUCTION databases. 

Two-tier access to an institution’s database is limited 
to the PeachNet address space of each individual 
institution. In other words, a user at INSTITUTION 
A is blocked from gaining even a login prompt for a 
database at INSTITUTION B. At the written request 
of an appropriate institution authority, exceptions 
may be made to accommodate cases where another 
institution is called upon to provide access as a part 
of a disaster contingency agreement. 

Institutions are expected to provide a means to 
ensure their users get a PeachNet/USGNet IP 
address when attempting to connect to the hosted 
database environments. 

The use of ODBC-compliant tools, such as Crystal 
Reports, SQL*plus Desktop Client, etc., requires 
that institution users redefine their ODBC driver DSN 
information to reflect the connectivity information 
for the new hosted database environment.  

One significant change to the two-tier access is that 
the database is configured to require an encrypted 
Oracle client session for two-tier connections using 
these types of tools. This is needed to ensure that 
data going over the WAN is encrypted. 

SQL*Plus access from the UNIX server is not 
available. However, users can use SQL*Plus desktop 
to connect to the databases using their Banner 
accounts. Institution IT personnel are responsible 
for providing SQL*Plus desktop client to their users. 
ITS personnel can assist institution IT personnel 
with resolving connectivity issues.

Q Will all existing formats such as Excel, MS Access, 
etc., be supported?

A Connectivity to the databases using these tools is 
supported as long as the tool is ODBC-compliant, can 
support use of an encrypted Oracle client session, 
and can connect using a supported Oracle Net 
desktop client. ITS personnel can assist institution 
IT personnel with resolving connectivity issues.

Q Will Banner ‘pop-sel’ be supported?

A Yes

Q Will the institutions have DBA accounts within the 
hosted environment?

A The hosted Banner environment does not provide 
DBA access to institution personnel nor include 
the ability for institution personnel to create direct 
database access accounts.

Q Will institution personnel have Oracle login access 
to Banner schema owner accounts?

A The hosted Banner environment does not provide 
Oracle login access to Banner schema owner 
accounts (i.e. general, arsys, faismgr, taismgr, 
baninst1, WebTailor, etc.) to institution personnel.

Q Will institution personnel be able to create 
customized database objects?

A The hosted Banner environment does not enable 
institution personnel to create customized database 
objects (tables, PL/SQL objects, etc.) except as 
participants of a governed change management 
process. The ability to create certain local institution 
objects in the Banner database is available at extra 
cost through one of the ITS Managed Services 
Models. Certain restrictions apply to this type of 
access in order to satisfy audit requirements and 
to protect the integrity of certain critical data. 
Participation in a change management process is 
still required for this functionality even in an ITS 
Managed Services Model.
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Q Will institution personnel be able to modify the 
Banner Baseline or GaBEST database objects?

A The hosted Banner environment does not enable 
institution personnel to modify existing Banner 
Baseline or GeorgiaBEST model enhanced database 
objects except as participants of a governed change 
management process.

About the ITS Basic Managed Services Environment
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User Account Management

Q Do the hosted institutions set up their own users 
in the system? Do they have the ability to set up 
‘super-users?’

A Because creation of the Banner accounts allows the 
operator to grant DBA ‘super-user’ access to an end 
user, hosted institutions do not have the ability to set 
up the initial Banner user account. However, Banner 
Security Administrators at the hosted institutions 
have the ability and responsibility for defining and 
maintaining object access classes in Banner and 
assigning users to those classes. In certain ITS 
Managed Services Models, institution Security 
Administrators can be granted access to fully 
administer security for the Banner SIS application 
end users. Certain restrictions apply to this type 
of access in order to satisfy audit restrictions and 
to maintain the integrity of the Banner schema. 
‘Super-user’ access is not supported in any of the 
ITS Managed Services Models.

Q How will accounts be created and deleted in the 
system? 

A The institution Banner liaison submits an ITS 
Helpdesk ticket requesting account creation for 
any brand new Banner users. Existing Banner user 
accounts remain available. 

Q What control, if any, will institutions have over user 
accounts?

A Each institution is asked to designate two (2) 
Banner Security Administrators. These Security 
Administrators are provided Banner accounts with 
the ability to maintain Banner security objects and 
classes and to maintain Banner user membership 
in these classes. ITS will not modify an institution’s 
existing security classes except for those Ellucian-
distributed default classes that are usually modified 
by the application of a Banner release or upgrade. 
In certain ITS Managed Services Models, institution 
Security Administrators can be granted access to fully 
administer security for the Banner SIS application 
end users. Certain restrictions apply to this type of 
access in order to satisfy audit restrictions and to 
maintain the integrity of the Banner schema. Page 3 of 4

Q How will emergency account deletions be handled? 

A As soon as the Banner Security Administrator 
becomes aware of the need for an emergency 
account deletion, he/she should do the following in 
the order listed:

1. Remove the user from the Banner classes. 

2. Contact the ITS Helpdesk. 

When the Helpdesk ticket is created, the Security 
Administrator should inform the Helpdesk of the time 
at which the account access should be discontinued. 
The ITS Support Team will deactivate the user 
account at the time designated by the Security 
Administrator and have the ITS Helpdesk notify the 
Security Administrator once the account has been 
deactivated. 

Q Are hosted institutions responsible for password 
policies and procedures?

A Hosted institutions are responsible for 
communicating and enforcing password policies and 
procedures to institution end users. To the extent 
allowed by the Banner application, ITS uses technical 
means to enforce password policies where doing so 
does not adversely affect the Banner application. 
However, the hosted institutions still share in the 
responsibility for policy and procedure development 
and enforcement where needed.

About the ITS Basic Managed Services Environment

Q What will the turnaround time be for account 
creation and deletion?

A Refer to http://www.usg.edu/customer_services/
guidelines/.

Cashier Receipts and Transcripts

Q How will we print cashier receipts and transcripts?

A Cashier receipts and transcripts are still generated 
by Banner sleep/wake and are sent directly to 
network printer IP addresses but, for security 
reasons, are encrypted while being sent over the 
PeachNet WAN. This requires the addition of a DIMM 
encryption chip in each institution printer to be used 
for cashier receipts and transcripts.

Q Will ITS pay for the DIMM chips and any required 
printer upgrades at the institutions?

A ITS provides the DIMM encryption chips for two 
printers for each institution. 

Printers

Q Who will manage additions, changes, and deletions 
of printers and their IP addresses in the UNIX 
systems tables?

A ITS

Q What process will be used to notify ITS of institution 
printer changes? 

A To request printer changes, submit a ticket with the 
ITS Helpdesk.
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Third-Party Software and Services

Q How can third-party vendor products be enabled or 
implemented?

A Generally, third-party vendor products should have 
the capability of being hosted at the institution and be 
able to operate by simply accessing and/or updating 
data from the Banner database. Ellucian-Certified 
Vendor Partner products that are hosted by the 
institution and operate through simple read access 
to data in the Banner database can be incorporated  
into this model using the service-provided two-tier 
access credentials. Support for third-party products 
that require write access to the Banner database 
and for which an Ellucian-Certified Vendor Partner 
interface does not exist maybe be available in one of 
the ITS Managed Services Models offerings. Certain 
restrictions may apply to this functionality.

Beta and User Acceptance Testing 

Q Will institution personnel have access to a pre-
production environment for testing? 

A The hosted Banner environment provides a pre-
production environment for each participating 
institution that is established with the same privileges 
and accesses as the production environment. 
With coordinated scheduling, the pre-production 
environment can be used by participating institutions 
to test Banner or GeorgiaBEST model software 
processes and procedures prior to execution in 
production. Additional institution environments that 
support beta testing needs are available at extra 
cost through one of the ITS Managed Services 
Models offerings.

Q Will modifications be supported? 

A Modifications can be developed as follows:

• ITS provides a process to develop, test, certify, 
and deploy common services

• The development agenda, as defined by the 
governed change review process, is supported

• Individual development environments are not 
provided or supported in the base hosted Banner 
environment. However, additional institution 
environments to support some development 
needs are available at extra cost through one 
of the ITS Managed Services Models offerings. 
Certain restrictions apply in order to support 
ordered change management practices.

Maintenance

Q How will Banner patches and upgrades be handled?

A Banner patches and upgrades are always applied to 
the institution’s TEST environment during one of the 
maintenance windows established in the ITS Service 
Level Guidelines located at http://www.usg.edu/
customer_services/guidelines/. ITS will work with 
institutions to determine the timelines for patches 
and upgrades within the specified maintenance 
windows. The hosted Banner environment will be 
unavailable to institution users during patch and 
upgrade processes. 

Level 1 Support

Q Who will manage level 1 support?

A Experienced institution personnel are, and will 
remain, the best avenue to provide primary functional 
user support. Institution users should rely on local 
support personnel for technical issues as they do 
now. The ITS Helpdesk is available for those issues 
that cannot be resolved by local support personnel.

Q What will the maintenance window be?

A ITS performs regular backups and other scheduled 
maintenance that will require hosted Banner 
environment downtime according to a maintenance 
schedule and process outlined in the ITS Service 
Level Guidelines located at http://www.usg.edu/
customer_services/guidelines/. 

Q How will file transfers and extracts be handled?

A File transfers are handled using a Secure FTP (FTPS) 
account, referred to as a ‘filemanager’ account. 
These accounts are not true Unix accounts but 
provide a mechanism for users to review the content 
of job submission output directories and to transfer 
files for data loads. Access to the directories in the 
filemanager environment is controlled through the 
submission of an account creation request submitted 
to ITS Customer Services by the institution’s Banner 
Security Administrator. 

Q What sort of quality assurance process will be used 
to certify enhancements?

A ITS supports and observes one common quality 
assurance process for testing and certification 
for Banner and GeorgiaBEST model software 
enhancements in cooperation with the common 
development environment.

Q What will the response time be for ITS trouble tickets 
and how will priorities be established for multiple 
support calls during peak times such as registration?

A Production support business processes and 
procedures are addressed in the ITS Service 
Level Guidelines located at http://www.usg.edu/
customer_services/guidelines/. 

About the ITS Basic Managed Services Environment

Q What notification will be provided to the institutions 
when Banner will be down for maintenance? 

A Downtime is planned during an accepted 
maintenance window. Notification is sent to various 
applicable mailing lists. ITS provides notice no later 
than 48 hours prior to downtime. ITS will attempt 
to give more than 48 hour notice for longer running 
upgrades if feasible. We also provide a ‘sorry for 
the inconvenience’ page to the hosted Banner 
environments when downtime is needed. 


